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Identity and Trust 2020
‘Do the best you can until you know better. Then when you know better, do better.’ These wise words
from Maya Angelou encapsulate the key findings from our 2020 trust and identity research. As
organisations we have done an excellent job in raising awareness of some of the risks and challenges
associated with our highly connected world, yet we are placing too heavy a burden on people
to protect themselves without adjusting our systems and processes to make it easier for them to
understand and take action.
Our identity and personal information is precious to us, to our whanau and the community around us.
In that sense identity is taonga, it is treasure worthy of dignity, respect and care. This places a great deal
of responsibility on organisations as kaitiaki/custodians of identity and personal information, and as this
research shows our call to action is to ‘do better’ when it comes to how that information is cared for,
including increasing transparency, meaningful privacy controls and simple, straightforward policies and
technology that make it easier for people to take meaningful action. This is our wero (challenge) and
our opportunity for Aotearoa to demonstrate a better way. We look forward to taking up that challenge
with you.
Ngā Mihi,
Andrew Weaver
Executive Director
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Increasing desire and need
for organisations to engage online

⅔
Of New Zealanders
are more likely to go
online / digital than
face to face

“It is easy to go online first,
particularly for research – and more
and more I trust just buying things
online without seeing them instore.”

32%

40%

2019

2020

More New Zealanders feel they’re
providing personal information every time they go online
“I understand that every time I even access the
internet there is some data being provided by me.”

New Zealanders want more
control & ownership of their digital identity
There are lots of inconsistencies in methods and approach
by businesses/organisations, which is confusing
Appeal of more control and ownership of personal data

50%

41%

8%

Very Appealing

Appealing

Neither

Unappealing (<1%)

“Yes, I would love more control – but at the
same time it is really hard – and confusing.”

Very Unappealing (<1%)

Consumers have no idea how to protect and
businesses/organisations make it difficult to opt out…
Know how to protect identity and control use of personal data online

53%

27%

20%

0-5 No

5-7 Unsure

7-10 Yes

Average

4.4/10

Ease of protecting identity and controlling the use
of personal data online currently

65%

25%

10%

0-5 Hard

5-7 Unsure

7-10 Easy

Average

3.6/10

“I don’t know where to start when it comes
to protecting myself…it is just too hard.”

There is begrudging acceptance
of the collection of personal data online
New Zealanders continue to make changes to their habits online due
to privacy or data concerns in 2020, although to a lesser degree than
2019. However, there is a significant desire for this to change
Have you made any changes to the way you use the following
because of concerns around privacy or personal data use

57%

2019

42%

39%

29%

42%

34%

28%

2020

24%

www.
Social media

Websites you visit

The way you browse
the internet

Mobile Apps

“It’s like there is no point to change too much – it is what it is
– when I go online I am automatically giving something away
– I don’t like it… but it happens .”
•
•

Expectations that the government has
legislation in place to protect its citizens
Understand that this legislation may not be
extended for companies outside of NZ

GOVERNMENT

Unsure if Government
is doing this currently

Collective
Responsibility
It is important for individuals to take
responsibility and for them to be
‘savvy’ by:
• Not sharing passwords
• Using different passwords
for logins
• Changing passwords regularly
• Not providing information to
just anyone

Responsibility and the
opportunity for
change
COMPANY /
is collective ORGANISATION

INDIVIDUAL

Most feel they are
meeting this currently

Regulated by legislation
to have to:
• Allow opt outs
• Be transparent about data
sharing (not lost in T&Cs)
• Have systems in place to
avoid data being hacked

Mixed feelings about whether
this is happening currently

Businesses have the opportunity to deliver
leadership in personal data use and protection

29%

34%

2019

2020

New Zealanders are taking a
stronger stance on businesses being
responsible for protecting personal data and using it
responsibly, in addition to taking personal ownership
Sharing/selling of data still elicits angry/disappointed responses
from most…New Zealand businesses/organisations can do better!
How do you feel about businesses or organisations
sharing or selling your data to a third party

ANGRY

48%

71%

DISAPPOINTED

NEUTRAL

23%

HAPPY

21%

7%

DELIGHTED

1%

Angry or
disappointed

Trust in businesses predominantly comes
from factors outside of digital interactions
Size of company

Brand reputation

• Larger companies more
likely to have more money
to invest in security

•
•
•
•

TYPE of company
• Does the company have
the motivation regulation
required to protect data?

Having a brick and mortar store
Being in NZ
Length of time trading in NZ
No big strikes to name

Information requested

WHAT
BUILDS
TRUST?

“If it’s a company
I know I trust them
– like if they have a
store and have been
around for a long time.”

• Is the information relevant to
the service?
• Asking too much information
erodes trust

“The organisations I trust have a strong
reputation, and how they behave as a
business is good. They’re transparent
about security and use of info, and I know
they’re not selling my data to anyone.”

Study details:
•

Online survey conducted 5th June to 4th July 2020

•

Designed to provide a robust metric of identity awareness and understanding among the New Zealand public

•

Total of 1,011 people answered the survey online

•

Representative of New Zealand population 18 years plus by age, gender, ethnicity and location

•

Margin of error on results of +/- 3%

•

Qualitative interviews across 16 respondents conducted in June 2020

•

Designed to deepen understanding of people’s motivations, issues and opportunities around digital identity

